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Who needs freedom? Outside these walls lies an even larger prison Vikram Mohammed Bashir published his debut novel Ente Thankam (Darling) in 1937. A groundbreaking romantic work, it took Malialam's literary arena by storm. A girl with a dark complexion was the heroine of the novel. An observer of human nature and his strange myth and the pleasures that Bashir's stories were painfully simple and
at the time dramatically dense. What seems innocently simple in its narratives contains condensed connotations underneath. Vaicum Muhammad Bashir violated the accepted rules of fiction and was brave enough to ignore grammatical standards. Born in Kerala, India, Iacom Mohammad Bashir was one of those prominent figures who revolutionized the overall view of literature with his language, satire and
black humor. He wrote in Malialam that makes his stories authentic and no longer uncontent, and reached out to the simple masses. Bashir traveled around the world for seven years, exploring the diversity, culture and struggles of communities, moved between many works such as Fortune Teller, Chef, Shepherd and Guardian. All these encounters deepened his understanding of human strangeness and
characteristics. Vakum Muhammad Bashir was a cautious observer of life and its dark and glorious sides. In 1992, he won the Padma Sherry Award. The Indian government also honored him by stamping on him. His stories are a challenge to translate into other languages without tarnishing his true color and taste. Over the course of about half a century of his creative journey, Wykem Muhammad
published 30 books in the poem. He's someone who created his own language within the language. DESIblitz brings you 5 extraordinary novels from Valkum Muhammad's dear Album in song. Matthewcle (Walls) Mathikal is a melancholy love story set against a political million before chaotic independence. It's said to be Bashir's own story. A prisoner falls in love with a woman who is serving a life
sentence. High walls separate them. They don't see each other but communicate through codes and symbols. Their lives suddenly fill with excitement and hope. The grumpy mechanical days of monotony are over. Narayani's sweet voice echoes through his mind and makes him look forward to another day. Finally, they plan to meet at the prison hospital with great anticipation only to find a cruel fate
laughing at them. Coincidentally, the song is released on the same day. He never even got a chance to tell her he was leaving. He says, Who needs freedom? Outside these walls lies an even bigger prison. Parmesalhanam (Love Letter) Parmesanam is, in essence, a love story between a man and a woman. Ahswan Nair writes a love letter to Sarama, an Orthodox Christian girl, and asks for her hand in
marriage. Keshwan is trying to impress sarcastic Sarma. He offers her a job that she'll love for Rs 20. Serma rejects him and challenges him in many ways. Eventually, she accepts his offer. The banter and ridicule between Kashwan Nair and Sarma is funny and amusing to readers. Serma's uncaring father and cruel stepmother reflect the harsh reality of difficulties awaiting her child in rural India. Although
it seems a relatively ordinary story of love, Bashir satirically hints at the caste system, the practice of dowry and the struggles of routine life. Ntuppuppakkoranendarnnu (my grandfather was an elephant) This fictional work is the eternal embodiment of how a book can incentivize transformation in social norms. It was Wycom Muhammad Bashir's most famous short novel. The story is about a girl who grew
up in an Orthodox atmosphere. She grew up to be a young woman and tries to appreciate the narrow-minded example, values and practices around her. Fatuma's mother is a wealthy woman who led a glorious life. Due to a domestic dispute, Fatuma's parents lose their assets and property. Fatumah's mother always bragged about the elephant her father had, Anna Makar, and prided itself on it in the
make-up. In ancient times, owning an elephant is a prestigious matter. The wealthiest and most powerful of society had this right. Through humor and cynicism, Wykem Muhammad Bashir criticizes the society that wins by blindly putting its eyes to reality. The book is a sediment to the beliefs and absurdity of a looking-back society and an uncompromising reminder of its impracticality. Fatumioda Adu
(Fathoma's goat) in Fatumiaoda Adu, Bashar lives with a large extended family. He is continually distracted from his writing because of noise and chaos. Bashir's mother, brother and families live together. Completing this situation are herds of domestic animals that treat the house like theirs. This book describes part of the life of the author and the characters in his family. Shire has a sister who visits his
ancestral home every day with her daughter and her goat. Fatuma's goat has unlimited freedom to wander around the house and turns around. He has a voracious passion that has made him gobble up everything he can, from the fallen leaves to cooked food rather than leaving Bashir's newest books, fresh out of the press. Bashir describes with cynical asser how he even tried to eat his blanket. He begs
the goat: please eat all the novels you want, but leave this blanket it costs money, and lifting more is not easy. Critics say Aikum Mohammad Bashir metaphorically uses the goat to symbolize the acute poverty that has preyed on their lives. Balyakalasakhi (Companion to Childhood) Balyakalasakhi is a beautiful bittersweet story which certainly makes readers return to their childhood and its nostalgic
memories. Majid and Suhara, two childhood friends, see their close bond grow into teenage romance. Majed's wealthy father sends him to the city to study even though he's not so bright at school. On the other hand, a prison guard, a witty, smart girl, cannot continue her studies. Although her father struggles with life and tries every drinker to send his daughter for further studies, his sudden death stops the
dreams of a prison guard. Majid realizes his return, his family's former glory is gone, and that his beloved Sura is married. Once a beautiful and vibrant prison guard is now light and old looking, and Majeed is determined to save her from her loveless marriage. Fate plays complicated twists in their lives and Jid is fired from his job after losing his leg in an accident. He finds work as a hotel guest. Scanning
dirty dishes, he dreams of a prison guard at home in anticipation of his return. Majid works hard to repay his debts before marrying the love of his life only to hear of Sohra's untimely death. Vaikum Muhammad's ability to speak to readers' hearts while telling stories with humor and unmanship made him a legend of Malaylam literature. Many of his novels have been turned into movies. His writings convey an
awareness that is contagious to the consensus of people from all walks of life. The main article for this category is Vakum Muhammad Bashir. The following 9 pages are in this category, out of a total of 9. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). Balyakalasakhi Manthrikappoocha Maranathinte Nizhalil Mathiluk Mucheettukalikkarante Makal Ntuppuppakkoranendarnnu Pathummayude Adu
Premalekhanam Shabdangal Retrieved From This is the first novel I've read from author Vaikom Mohammed Basher, but certainly not the last. Although short, concise and easy to read, this novel is full of meaningful subjects and morals to learn about. The book is about a young woman, from a wealthy Muslim family whose mother refuses a bitter offer until the family loses all their fortune and influence and
cannot marry their only daughters. They moved out of town in a poor area where it's the first novel I've read from the author and Icom Mohammed bashir, but certainly not the last. Although short, concise and easy to read, this novel is full of meaningful subjects and morals to learn about. The book is about a young woman, from a wealthy Muslim family whose mother refuses a bitter offer until the family
loses all their fortune and influence and cannot marry their only daughters. Moving out of town in a poor area where they meet another Muslim family different from them.1st Published in 1951, the author presented a full picture of different Muslim families: a minority of a wealthy and influential family thanks to hereditary benefits, most uneducated Muslim families barely know about their religion thanks to oral
speeches, Muslim families who refuse to cooperate with any of them yet Towards them. In addition, the author described a minority of new and contemporary Muslim families, of modest origin with no known past/stories, educated and working hard for their future. The story brings one of those wealthy, uneducated Muslim families to live near this new category of hardworking educated Muslim family. The
author uses humor and satire to describe India's Muslim community. However, this story is not specific to India before the 1950s, but is shared by many Muslim countries today. This is a universal novel that can be read by everyone and still sadly realistic today. ... More... More
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